Components of field potentials evoked by white matter stimulation in isolated slices of primary visual cortex: spatial distributions and synaptic order.
1. We have recorded profiles of the spatial distributions of extracellular field potentials in transverse slices of rat primary visual cortex. Responses were evoked by electrical stimulation near the white matter/layer VI border and sampled from layers I to V along the radial axis orthogonal to the laminae and intersecting the stimulation site ("on-beam" recording). To assess the activity of "horizontal" connections, we also recorded profiles along axes parallel to the cortical lamination ("off-beam" recording), usually in layer III. Overall, our goal was to extend understanding of the physiology and organization of neocortical circuitry and to provide a basis for comparisons of data from different experiments and experimenters when neocortical field potentials are used in studies of plasticity and pharmacology. 2. Responses were highly specific with respect to the cortical layers. We distinguish four major components: two kinds of population spike ("S1" and "S2") and two slower waveforms ("W1" and "W2"). The latter appear to represent flow of current in apical dendrites of the supragranular layers. Component W1, the earliest slow component, is a synaptically driven field potential dipole that is positive in layer I and negative in layer II. Based on estimates of current source densities (CSDs), we attribute this to entry of depolarizing current into dendrites and/or cell somata in layer II, ascending intradendritic current, and passive depolarization of inactive dendritic membrane in layer I. Component W1 rises during the 20 ms after stimulation and falls during the 50-100 ms thereafter. Component W2 is also positive in layer I but maximally negative in layer III. It rises for approximately 100 ms after stimulation and decays during the following 400-800 ms. 3. Component S1 does not depend on synaptic transmission because it persists during the application of glutamate receptor antagonists or medium that is low in Ca2+. This component is largest in layer III, radial to the site of stimulation. There, it is a negative deflection, typically 1-2 mV in amplitude and lasting roughly 2 ms, with a latency to peak between 2 and 4.5 ms. Component S1 is most likely a population spike due to synchronized firing of cell somata activated antidromically via unmyelinated efferent axons. 4. Component S2 is a short (less than 20 ms) burst of population spikes specifically in layer III. Individual S2 spikes closely resemble S1 spikes, and we propose that the same neuronal population generates both. However, S2 spikes require glutamatergic synaptic transmission.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)